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(:07). We have reached the pinnacle of Matter teachings and have moved into Pl field. 

Some of you reach the point of change but then nothing happens, there is a huge gap in 

the understanding. (:09). A lot of you make the coils and make the cores, but none of you 

go through the phase of understanding how things connect. We can bring in the final 

push. Everything has to be of the same level and structure. You connect a motor to an 

electrical power supply to rotate core. (:12). You create a field flow through the windings 

of the motor, and to a ground, at the same time you are receiving electron vibration and 

not Pl. Your system up to now has always had a massive leakage in the flow, you have 

connected yourself to a ground. Douglas has had more success because he uses a hand 

held motor without ground, his body is in a Gans state. We are looking for self contained 

Pl state. (:15). KF is offering Pl generators. We have made a video, a last supper to finish 

the work. This will change the energy production worldwide, we asked the governments 

to be present in line. It has been sent to world leaders. (:19). 5 kilowatts stand alone Pl 

generator. (:26).  (:35). Douglas's connection cut ... There is NOTHING under the yellow 

box!! It's only the regular MaGrav once you open the Pl. (:39). We have offered it to 

Chinese, American and Russians for World Peace. China and Russia have spoken and are 

in agreement. The Oil Prices will plummet. There are 4 units worldwide, if anything 

happens to me they will release immediately. The secret is that the energy produced is in 

a Pl condition. (:42). The yellow box is empty.  Energy comes from nowhere, kilowatts. 

(:44). Under the yellow box was the trigger of the Pl, now we don't need it. We needed a 

6 volt battery to trigger the Pl. (:46). The Americans wanted Yale University to see it. 

There is no need for power stations, no motors, moving parts, nor magnets. The trigger 

point of the Pl has been found by the innovation team and released. It's a gift from the KF 

to the world. (:50). We are prepared to make a deal, give the blueprint to the Whitheouse 

and let them release it. This MaGrav is static, you can imagine once you move into the 

dynamic cores what kind of powers released. It was a dynamic system that paralyses the 

most advanced American Naval vessel. The officers that resigned had felt the power of 

the Pl, they literally walked out of the Navy. The elevation of the soul of the man through  

the Pl showed the officers there is no need for war. This can be practiced throughout the 

war. We can release a dynamic system for the world. Two or three of these systems in 

parallel or series you can run a car, fly. (:55). In the microwave if you warm the water, 

you can pick up the energy for food, same with the refrigerator. Explains about the food 

in the microwave, the system will feed the cup and drink the water. Once you have set up 

the Pl and if you melt the Cu or break the N coat the fields will continue to follow the 

path you have set up. We ask you to bombard the Whitheouse with requests for peace. 

(:59). he asks Douglas to start a path to the Whitheouse and everybody can join him, we 

pressurize the governments to peace. You can condense water from the system, you can 

add energy to the water. We appointed 6 people to the KF core. (1:01). We organize 

Douglas to go to the Whitheouse on Sunday. We have no choice but to pressurize for 

change. (1:04). Douglas says that anybody knows that an 18 gauge wire will melt under 5 

kilowatts and this one is still good, it is N coated inside but on the ends is still bare wire. 

Douglas tells his story. (1:10). Keshe has developed this T with common people. We give 

you the blueprint in coming weeks to change your MaGrav Unit into a generator. You 



can set your MaGrav in LP or Gans water and you'll see different results. I have no voice 

unless you express yourself, it's your job to pressure for it. (1:14). Open the lines for 

people to express what change they want there governments to do. Rick expresses his 

wish for his government to accept T. Ali, Jackie in French, Kenya, Vivek Singapore, 

Klaus Austria, (1:30). Professor Zhu and Chinese government. (1:34). Lucy from China. 

(1:38). Paul from Togo. (1:43). Vietnam, Germany, Switzerland. (1:50). Professor Zhu 

speaks. There is a summit in September. Russia and China have already negotiated 

agreement for KF T. There will be E crash in Oil Industry, but we need your support to 

pass through this. We want to build one in the palace and the other people to follow. 

(2:00).  (2:08). Turkish man speak. (2:12). Now we are bringing the governments into 

play. Our goal is to show flight in September. (2:15). Douglas will leave for the 

Whitheouse on Saturday if anyone wants peace can join him. It is not for them to accept, 

WE DELIVER! The fossil layer only goes down to 18,000 feet, this scheme was set in 

1892 to make people believe fossil fuel was limited source. The oil layer is 20,000 feet, 

but nobody asks these questions. Ali comes on and says everything in past is forgiven and 

forgotten. (2:21). Keshe calls on all supporters like at Vatican to go to Washington on 

Sunday. It was a year ago today he met the Saudi Prince and said he told them to stop 

loading tankers. (2:24). There is a huge plan by governments to assassinate Keshe in the 

next 3 weeks, we know who is paying for this, (Belgium) we are not afraid, we even 

know the Company who was paid and the people they hired. There is no time, the change 

has to be very rapid. (2:27). If we do not do this our children will continue the slavery. 

(2:29). We will introduce many systems in next few weeks, one is by flying over the 

countries we'll eradicate cancer. In due course I will talk about election in US. (2:31). 

Stop the wars and we will deliver T worldwide. If you have a MaGrav you only need to 

add a few pieces and it will work. (2:37). The top coil reads 101 F (north pole) and 

bottom 81 (south), the capacitors read 83. This shows the work of a dynamic Pl the North 

pole is slightly hotter then the south. (2:39). It will be important for Obama to manage the 

transition. (2:41). Renan says the Blueprint can be released right now. You can put a 

glass of water on top of MaGrav and you'll receive all the nourishment, your system 

becomes your feeder. To eliminate cancer you have the MaGrav at one point and on the 

other side of you put the auxiliary MaGrav and there shall be no cancer. In the snow they 

can walk in and there will be no cold. (2:44).   (2:50). Peter made gold in Austria. (2:54). 

He has 2 reactors rotating at 10,000 rpm, (2:56). the ball flew away on the video. then he 

rubbed paper on the plastic, looks like gold microscopically, one was highly Acidic and 

other high Alkaline. (2:58). Goes over the method slowly, each cores are double, one 

acidic with sugar Gans, the inner core gold and salt Gans, and outer core sugar Gans 

water and CH3, it starts microscopically and then the Gans attracts mass. You have to 

create enough friction and then it builds. Write down a blueprint for this. (3:07). When 

the gold came out of the air, we proved a lot of things in Astrophysics on how materials 

are created. With a high speed camera we could see at what point these materials are 

created, a huge advance. Doesn't matter if it is gold, that shows your intention, what is 

important it shows the friction of 6 different fields has lead to matter at that state. In 

space we have to understand how the matter is created if we supersaturate these matters 

and they go back to become fields, that you don't get friction, ?? meteorites coming to the 

earth, shooting stars. (3:10). You have to adjust your mixture (of Gans water) until you 

get what you want. Look for any kind of lights. Try to make minerals and metals etc. 



(3:14). I give you a tip, hang a ball of Gans lighter then Al between the 2 reactors, see if 

you can get new materials in the ball or other materials around the ball.  As you create 

more fields with hanging the Gans balls, you will start seeing entities of the U passing 

through, seeing lights. These are the cornerstones of Pl transportation. For us to transport 

our Gans state from one place to another. There are 2 or 3 nations working on this, within 

the next 6 months. We achieved the Plasma with Douglas and that opens everything up. 

(3:18).   (3:31).  Douglas puts the 2 reactors on the floor with the Pl plugged in. (3:45). 

The blue core is not stable it releases the energy. Release the path that you will travel to 

Washington DC. (3:47). Keshe reads a paper from US Ambassador, 6th November 2012 

at 3:40, we would like to accept the USB stick, setup a meeting on 15th November. 

Mentions his letter to NASA. The decision about KF is being made in Washington that is 

why I am sending you there. I read you a number of these letters. September 27 2012 

from NASA to meet, ask for governmental rate at hotel. Second letter from NASA, they 

are involved space exploration, says not involved in Military. The letter was signed and 

notarized that Keshe had security clearance. (3:54).  2013 letter from Barack Obama, he 

doesn't read the letter completely, only to show that the world leaders know about KF and 

that we are men of peace, but they do not know about how to deliver world peace.  

(3:56). They don't know how to deliver it to their people, it is us who have to give them 

the confidence to go ahead. (4:01).        

 


